always hereditary ( [6] , Proposition 7, page 85). Although many rings with left (right) ideals quasi-projective are not hereditary, a common feature of many of these rings is that they possess a 'large' hereditary left ideal.
We also will need the following lemmas which allow us to simplify some of the proofs in much of the subsequent work. Recall that a module Q is said to be projective relative to M if for all factor modules N of M the natural homomorphism HomR (Q, M)~HOmR (Q, N) is epic. The class of modules to which Q is projective is closed under taking submodules, factors, and finite direct sums [8] . From this it is easily seen that M1 | Ms is quasi-projective if and only if Mi is projective relative to Mj for i,j= 1, 2.
L~MMA. Let R be a ring. Suppose the module Re | Relic is quasi-projective where e is a primitive idempotent and Ie is a left ideal. Then Ie = O.
PROOF. By ( [8] , Proposition 1.2), Re]le is projective relative to Re. Thus the map Re~Re/Ie splits. Since e is primitive, this forces Ie=O.
LEMMA. Let R be a ring with every left ideal quasi-projective. Let f be a primitive idempotent and I a left ideal such that InRf=O. Suppose fIr
Then there exists a monomorphism q~ : Rf~I, given by right multiplication of an element xC L
PROOF. Since fIr
there exists an xEI such that fxr Let ~p be the map given by right multiplication of x. Then R.f/Kf~-Im(~p)~L As INRf=O, Rf!Kf@Rf is isomorphic to a left ideal of R. Hence by 1.t, Kf=O. This shows that (p lS monxc. The above expression will be called a Loewy series decomposition for the module Re. It will be shown that rings with every left ideal quasi-projective have a particularly nice Loewy series decomposition for each of their principal indecomposable projective modules. This Loewy series decomposition will be used to characterize left artinian rings with every left ideal quasi-projective in terms of the primitive idempotents and two sided ideals of the ring.
The Loewy series decomposition
R~MARK. Note that for each e>0, J~e has a unique decomposition using the Krull--Schmidt theorem for artinian rings.
Thus the Loewy series decomposition for each principal indecomposable projective is unique up to isomorphism.
The remainder of this section will be devoted to obtaining the Loewy series decomposition for each Re, where e is a primitive idempotent and R is an artinian ring with every left ideal quasi-projective. REMARK. In the future the terminalogy Ksubseript, "Psubseript will be used to stand for the modules K~, P~ when J'f=K~ @ P~ whenever R has a decomposition of type qp and f is a primitive idempotent.
Left artinian rings whose left ideals are quasi-projective
The Loewy series decomposition of type qp will now be used to characterize the rings of this section. An additional property must be satisfied by the above decomposition in order to completely determine the structure of these rings. This is indicated by the following (1)
H = H~e... eH,_~O(H,) (~)
where Hj_~Rfj, l<=j<=t-l, fjCR a primitive idempotent, and Ht=Reflei, Ht quasi-projective. In the following discussion set ei=ft.
Let H= M1 @ M2 where M2 is the direct sum of all the indecomposable modules in (1) contained in the ker (~). Hence for each indecomposable module Hj ~M1, K, has a composition factor isomorphic to T(Rf~). This implies that fjK,r for each Hj~M1. Clearly each HjAK,=O for l<=j'<=t-1. Thus for each HjC=Mx,
(1 ~_j<-t-1) there is an isomorphic copy of Hj contained in K, since R satisfies the conclusion of 3.1. By the same argument, if Ht~M1, PiOK~=O implies that K, contains an isomorphic copy of P~. These two statements imply that K, is projective relative to 3//1. Thus it is possible to extend g to M~ (and hence to H). So K~ is projective relative to Re~ for each i, and is therefore projective relative to ft. 
Examples
This section presents a number of examples of rings which serve to illustrate the main features of the decomposition used to characterize rings with every left ideal quasi-projective. The first two examples show that such rings cannot be completely characterized by their Loewy decomposition for each principal indecomposable module --we really need to know the two sided ideals of the ring. The following notation will be used. The 2-sided ideal lR(M ) = {xE R: xM= 0} is the left annihilator of the module M. It is known that for left artinian rings M is quasi-projective if and only if M is projective over R/1R(M ) [2] .
1. Let F be a field and R the ring of matrices of the form, 
(Rez), S(K) ~ T(Re O.
So the Loewy series decomposition is of form,
T(K)~-

I T(ReD T(Re~)] T(Re~)I T(Re~) IT(Re~) I
It is easily checked that K is projective over R/I(K) and in fact that every left ideal is quasi-projective.
3. This example gives a ring with every left ideal quasi-projective, with a Loewy series decomposition for a principle indecomposable Re2 such that JeJJ2e2 has more than one copy of T(Rea). Let K be a field, and R the set of matrices of the form. 
I
4. This example shows that condition (2) of 3.5 is necessary by exhibiting a ring with a Loewy series of type qp without having all left ideals quasi-projective.
Let S be any local uniserial ring with a composition series of length 2, so that JS_~T(S). Define R to be the matrix ring Mn(S),n an integer such that n>l. Then for any primitive idempotent eCR, T(Re)~S(Re). So it is easily seen that R has a Loewy series decompositio n of type qp. But for f any primitive idempotent such that RfNRe=O, we must have fJe#O. Thus condition 2 does not hold. Clearly R does not have every left ideal quasi-projective since Re@ T(Re) is not quasiprojective.
